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Nikola Tesla. The photo is taken from …
https://www.spectator.co.uk/2018/06/the-electrifying-genius-of-nikola-tesla/

Well, even though I have written and exposed many ideas about Nikola Tesla and his life so far, none was
complete, and the story was always going around a little bit. It is time now, according to my opinion, to go
straight to the very core of this story. Nevertheless, again, as usual, I am not going to expose the story just in
the classical way. This is to say, this is not about the classical biography story with just piling up so many
chronological details about his personal life. This you can find in so many other different books, biographies,
and articles published. As usual, my story will be entirely different. We shall recall the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish
again, in order to see what planets, stars, and constellations are saying about this unique personality. Indeed,
this is one very interesting approach with an idea about what the Universe itself will narrate about Nikola Tesla.
After all, by his endeavoring and achievements, he is undeniably the cosmic character par excellence. In the
very early stage, actually, I had some suspicion that Nikola Tesla might have been Vishnu Avatar incarnation.1
However, if we want to make the Jyotish natal chart itself, well, we can find ourselves in the forest of
contradictory and misleading information, and one would be very close to leaving everything immediately.2
Because nothing is as uncertain as the birth time of Nikola Tesla. Actually, I was circling in the circle for a very
1 The term ... incarnation ... and ... being incarnated ..., just same as … reincarnation ..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable to
all. However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual, and if
we remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well. Once upon
a time, the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life. Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance, somebody put it out
of order by decree. It was out of normal use, and put simply, the knowledge about was ... excommunicated. Reading and proper understanding of all my
texts presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about the nature of a life where
every individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of the Creator himself, by the
way, but it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody launched very
humoristically ... Only fools are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many adequate books,
scriptures, courses, etc, and therefore, it is easy to find all the basic information and to tune along appropriately. A good beginning could possibly be
with ... https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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long time by myself. This is an incredible story of how things can be mystified, massed up, transformed into the
highest enigma, and in the final stage, one has no other solution than to abandon such research as soon as
possible.
Well, perhaps that would be the case if one does not know a little bit of the esoteric history of the world.
Indeed, it was necessary to go deep for resolving this puzzling situation. Whenever we have something so
enigmatic, we need to reconsider everything just for one more time, but with skipping everything that looks so
very obvious. In fact, we always recall the basic postulate of any detective work; things are not as they look
they are, and as they seem to be. Do not trust the obvious; do not follow what you see. What you see is false,
and therefore, search for hidden meanings, hidden symbols, unspoken theories, and most importantly, check
all conspiracy theories. Unfortunately, this is still something that we need to deal with; we still have many
remnants of dark times we left behind, what we need to cleanse as soon as possible.
The fact is that almost all sources do mention July 10, 1856, as the birth date of Nikola Tesla. However, the
confusion can come along with some sources that he was born in the night from the ninth to 10 July within the
mentioned year. Almost all sources do mention it was about midnight. Now, the dilemma can be whether it
was before or after midnight? We know that in Jyotish when the moment of birth is considered, every minute
counts. Besides, there is a legend that it was a big thunderstorm with lightning and flashing like never before.
Therefore, for making Jyotish natal chart, this is all very slippery terrain. Well, to be honest, it was driving me in
the circle for some time. For instance, if we take that it was July 10, just after midnight, we get the natal chart
with Aries-Mesha ascendant, and many accepted this natal chart as granted. However, I was not happy with
this solution. Well, after some time, I felt something is wrong there. By considering Tesla’s very big empathy for
the world and world’s problems, and by considering many other elements seen from his biography, I was
considering what if he is a Cancer ascendant? This is the basic reason I abounded all these lamentations about
midnight and thunderstorms, and I fixed the time for Tesla’s birth to 6.40 AM. Just by having some other ideas
in my mind, which I will explain later on, I fixed the Atmakaraka to the ninth house of Navamsa divisional chart.
Indeed, the fact is that he had enormous support of the natural law, and despite having many troubles, rivals,
opponents and even bitter enemies, and many difficulties in his life, after all, he was actually very lucky and I
presumed that Atmakaraka should be in a ninth of Navamsa. That was a very brave assumption, but believe
me, exactly this deduction is what solved the entire problem.
For the place of birth, it was never a problem. He was born in a small village called … Smiljan … just a few
kilometers away from … Gospić town …, the capital of the province of … Lika. All are today in Croatia, but at
that time Croatia itself was part of the Austrian monarchy. This region especially was very sensitive and passing
through many difficulties because of the vicinity of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was heavily under the
influence of the Ottoman Empire. That was actually the borderline, and it was proclaimed as a military zone …
Military Frontier …, with direct jurisdiction and governed by the Austrian emperor himself. Due to very
frequent wars between two empires, Austrian and Ottoman, the borderline itself was changing and moving
quite often, so that the Austrian emperor was encouraging there a settling of military-oriented people always
ready to be on duty. That was one reason that many Serbs from Serbia have moved there; they became
military personnel. Many Serbian families moved and settled there even long before that time, just like running
away from the influence of the Ottoman Empire. This is how Nikola Tesla was born in the family of a
Serbian Orthodox Church preacher, and his father and mother were playing a very important role in this story.
Fine, now we have the natal chart, but let us see if this natal chart can survive some basic questioning. Well, I
was pretty sure in this natal chart, and some five years ago, I’ve announced it by sending around in e-mails. It
was just in January when traditionally the world is commemorating the anniversary of Tesla’s departure on
January 7, 1943. One person immediately responded that with his own eyes he saw the document where Tesla
2 This essay is very similar to many others exposed before in my library because it is strongly based on Vedic Astrology Jyotish. Therefore, those who are
not familiar with Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, can easily skip all these lines, and follow the basic story without that. I have been always trying to make a
balance of not going too far with astrology. It is absolutely inevitable to use the Jyotish because this is the only reliable source we can lean on when
considering any historical situation, due to the fact that all history lines are totally distorted.
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by himself did enter the date of his birth as June 28, 1856. Interestingly, as it was mentioned, that was on Ellis
Island, just during Tesla’s first entering the USA. We know that almost every person that ever immigrated into
the USA passed through Ellis Island. Well, that was just one very intriguing objection, and I was in wonder, how
that can be all of sudden. If this is true, then my complete concept will need to be discarded. Indeed, it was
shocking for a while, but soon I realized what is going on.
Well, along with very intensive research from my room, I could never find that document which Tesla filled up
and signed during entering the USA on Ellis Island, but what I did find is the fact that this date, June 28-1856.,
was entered in his baptismal document. Therefore, it could be that the birth date is correct. However, the story
becomes entirely clear only when we take into account that the Serbian Orthodox Church used the Julian
calendar at that time, just as they use it today. Bingo! This is the key to understand this story. By knowing
Tesla’s playful nature, he likely played with numbers a little bit, and while entering the USA for the first time, he
just mentioned his real birth date, but expressed by Julian calendar. Problem solved.
Yet, there is another problem to be solved. There was another reaction, and the person was asking, why did I
move the birth time to the very morning, when all official claims are mentioning the midnight, stormy night,
along with lightning and thunderbolts. It is said that even his father wrote down such kind of thing.
What I can say, the point is there are many facts about Tesla that definitely suffered some deviations
and intentional revisions. Along with the previous case, we just have seen how Tesla himself played a little bit,
he was enigmatic to some extension, and to be honest, we shall find similar examples in many different
situations. Such examples even would have originated from his family and his father especially. For instance,
when he was supposed to enter the Austrian army in order to serve his obligatory military service, Tesla’s
father forged his birth certificate making him a year or two younger, and due to that incapable of military
service. This is how they covered and protected him for a year or two. They did not want him to take part in
Austrian military service in any case. Then the time came they could not do that anymore so they sent him
deeper in the … Velebit Mountains …, close to the birthplace of his mother, and he spent about one year with
sheep and goats, just being a shepherd. This is a very important moment of his life, and I will refer to it later on
particularly. Just by following this idea, it is very likely that his father, due to who knows what reasons, added
something about his birth time, something that will take ordinary people on the wrong track. His father was an
educated person, and very probably, he knew about the importance of the exact birth time. All could have
been of protective nature of course. However, it could have been something else as well. Who knows?
Lightning and thunderbolts? Well, that could have happened, but it could have been added afterward, once
when he already became famous exactly in this field, producing lightning and thunderbolts. Just for the legend
to has it. No wonder that they called him … the master of lightning … Therefore, it is clear, we are not to take
as granted any bit of information given out by any document. This is just in tune with what we have seen so far
in many documents. Simply, they have been faked and forged.
For that reason, I was not supposed to listen to who wrote something, or who did not write anything. Or, who
said what, and who said something but meant something entirely different, or who said nothing and then some
others ascribed later on that he did say something. This story of who said what, I was supposed to cut
off entirely. After all, maybe it was lightning and understroking about midnight that night. In such a case, this
has nothing to do with the birth of Nikola Tesla. Or, perhaps it was lightning in the morning, just when Nikola
was born around 6.40 AM. In this case, the legend could be having the real background entirely.
Thus, as I was correctly assuming that the story about midnight birth was wrong, I was simply researching other
options. For me, the Cancer ascendant, Karkha Lagna, is the most probable and the only solution actually.
Tesla’s very intuitive nature, big heart, and generosity in almost every situation, and the fact that almost all his
major achievements were happening by using water, or around water, or just simply close to the water, well,
this is telling me a lot. By considering all biographies, it is becoming obvious that he was very romantic, even
though he was very careful in exposing his emotions, sometimes looking cold and emotionally unattached, and
even though sometimes he looked weird and untouchable. After all, he and some friends of his were deeply
following the movement of Romanticism in art and literature as well. They were totally on track of Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe and Friedrich von Shiller. Nikola could have recited all their poems without mistakes,
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originally in German of course, but in other languages as well. Well, there is one more strong reason to choose
Cancer ascendant especially, but more about this point perhaps in some later stage.
This is how finally we get on track with the real Jyotish natal chart of Nikola Tesla. Just to summarize, Nikola
Tesla was born on July 10, 1856., at 6.40 AM CET (Central European Time) in Smiljan, Lika, Croatia.
There is a natal chart of Nikola Tesla available right below ...

The natal chart of Nikola Tesla (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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There are some interesting points that we immediately observe in this natal chart. We can easily notice the
Kalsarpa Yoga, which in this case has a certain very evil connotation. However, this yoga even though will drive
the person through a very hard and difficult situations, will give a tendency to reach unimaginable heights in
life. Another yoga that is also noticed immediately is connected with the fact that there are no planets in
Kendra houses, first, fourth, seventh, and tenth. Interestingly, the same combination is noticed in the Navamsa
chart as well, which will amplify the situation with this yoga even more. The result could be analyzed along with
the fact that his name was forgotten very soon. He did achieve name and fame, but he was very quickly
forgotten as well. Indeed, never the complete evaluation of his name was done, and many of his achievements
were simply suppressed and forgotten, or ascribed to others.
Then, we could notice the presence of Guru Chandal Yoga, the conjunction of Guru-Jupiter with Rahu. It is
happening in the ninth house, Jupiter’s house, in the Pisces-Meena rasi-sign. Both planets are in the same
nakshatra, in Revati Nakshatra, and therefore, Jupiter will be amplified a hundred times. This will give
extraordinary knowledge and wisdom about the deep secrets of nature. However, this Rahu is demonic, and its
evil tendencies will be exposed in a very strong way. Nevertheless, this is not all. Such demonic qualities will be
transmitted to the Guru-Jupiter himself, who already is a functional malefic, and therefore it will become very
evil occasionally. This will be especially visible in the Guru Mahadasha, the planetary period when the GuruJupiter is ruling. More about this situation will be exposed later on.
Again, just to remind, I am not going to expose the chronological story of his life, will just highlight a few points.
Thus, one very important event for Tesla’s life was already mentioned, and that is the very residence in the
high Velebit Mountains of Lika Provence, the Tomingaj near Gračac town. It happened along with the episode
when his father did not want him to join Austrian military service. They sent him to be a shepherd, to take care
of sheep and goats high in the mountain lawns and pasturage. In this way, Tesla spent about one year,
according to my estimation. Some sources would place this event to happen in 1874.
Actually, in 1873., Tesla finished high school in the city of Karlovac, and right after that, he returned to his
native village ... Smiljan. It happened, unfortunately, that right at that moment, he was heavily diseased by
cholera, and it became very serious. His parents were horrified; it was just almost to lose him. In order to give
him a strong will and courage to fight the disease, his father promised him sending to the best engineering
school, even though he had other plans for him. According to the father, Nikola was supposed to continue the
family tradition of becoming an Orthodox priest. However, Nikola did not want that, he wanted to be an
engineer, the scientist. This heavy disease actually helped him to get what he had wanted. Then, right after
that, when he was not even cured completely, the invitation to join the Austrian army came. Parents sent
young Nikola straight to his mother’s parents, who quickly put him to unreachable high mountains.
From the link ...
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/explore/1.1/dev/Nikola_Tesla.html

... we take the following paragraph …
In 1874, Tesla evaded being drafted into the Austro-Hungarian Army in Smiljan by running away to Tomingaj,
near Gračac. There, he explored the mountains in hunter's garb. Tesla said that this contact with nature made
him stronger, both physically and mentally. He read many books while in Tomingaj, and later said that Mark
Twain's works had helped him to miraculously recover from his earlier illness.

Well, I would place that crucial event in the ... Rahu-Shukra ... planetary period. In fact, this episode is essential
for understanding the rest of his life. According to my opinion, he earned enlightenment there, just in this very
early stage of his life, and this is something that will determine and shape the rest of his life entirely. Tesla was
alone with sheep and goats, living almost exclusively on goat milk. Very simple food definitely. The Velebit
Mountain is very specific, even extraordinary, I would say, and people always emphasize its magical nature,
including the fact that good fairies live and dwell there. Their interactions with people are legendary, and they
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are enchanted in many folk songs and stories. Furthermore, high mountains are usually providing more EtherAkasha very essential for getting enlightenment. We know from Indian reports that individuals in search of
enlightenment, when and if they are ready for the life of sannyasin, the life of a hermit, leave their homes and
they go deep into the Himalaya Mountains.

An extract from the natal chart of Nikola Tesla showing planetary period … Rahu-Shukra …
for the very crucial event of living alone in the high mountains.

It is logical to conclude that Nikola finished high school in May-June of 1873, and according to the mentioned
source, he returned home then. At that time, they lived in Gospić town, but he probably went to his birth
house in Smiljan, located just a few kilometers away. Then, there, in the planetary period … Rahu-Ketu-Guru …
starting at the beginning of July, he was probably troubled with cholera disease. He was bedridden for nine
months and being close to death many times.

An extract from the natal chart of Nikola Tesla showing planetary period … Rahu-Ketu-Guru …
for the beginning of the heavy illness Nikola Tesla did suffer.

Interestingly, Ketu is in the third house, the house of vitality, which at the same time indicates the cause of
death, so it is connected with death because of the fact it is the eighth from the eighth. Guru-Jupiter is
a functional malefic for this ascendant because it is ruling the sixth house, the house of diseases. Therefore, the
connection is there. By the way, Ketu is the significator of enlightenment as well, so this is all very
much connected. He was heavily diseased first in to purify the body and the mind, and to drive everything to
the extreme point. Then, in December of 1873., the Shukra Antardasha will start. Shukra is placed in the twelfth
house in the house of Budha-Mercury, and together with Budha-Mercury. This naturally indicates some solitary
places to live in isolation. He was probably sent first to be some time with his grandparents by mother's side
nearby the Gračac town, and probably early in the spring of 1874., he went to the Velebit Mountains to live
with sheep and goats. Some sources would mention he was dressed in hunter garb. I do not think that he was
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hunting. For me, the option of having sheep and goats around is more plausible because he simply had to have
some source of daily food around.
Rahu is Vargottama in his natal chart, as well as Ketu (and Mars-Mangal) and that means they are high in
dignity. Rahu, together with Guru-Jupiter, is in the Revati nakshatra, ruled by Budha-Mercury. Rahu and
Mercury, are both in the fourth pada, indicating moksha and enlightenment. Therefore, for me, there is no
doubt about what happened there. Young Nikola was elevated to a higher state of consciousness, which
will definitely change and influence his entire future life. Well, that these words are not just empty words, I will
mention several results closely connected with this episode.
In his entire life, later on, Tesla was exposing a unique feature of creating his every invention first as the
imagination only. By his mental power, he would have created the device, he would have been capable to put it
in function, an imaginary function, of course, then he could have seen how it works, and according to the
needs, he would have modified it, and performed all necessary corrections. In such a way, every device and
every invention, when being materialized, they were close to perfection. Such kind of mental power is ascribed
to enlightened people only because it is said that their nervous system functions with full potential. Actually,
when the brain and entire nervous system of ours function by full capacity, our mental power is bigger and the
brain itself is faster than all computers of the world together. Such kind of super fast and super efficient brains
we witnessed along with some reports about enlightened people from Vedic India. Ultra-fast thinking, this is
one common feature of all enlightened individuals.
Another very indicative example observed in the case of Nikola Tesla, which testifies about his
enlightenment, was the fact that he was avoiding handshaking and any close contact with anybody around him.
Usually, this was being ascribed to his eccentric mentality and wired behavior, but it is something else and
entirely different behind it. The enlightenment is a mechanical process in saturating the physical body with the
Ether-Akasha. It does not depend upon somebodie's religious beliefs. Of course, if somebody follows certain
highly established spiritual truths, the aiming target, the enlightenment itself, could be reached easier and in
an afaster manner. What is happening behind is that the body is being raised energetically and vibrationally.
Thus, the very enlightenment can be considered as reaching a certain very high energy level. Now, another
moment is very important in this story. From science and physics, we know that energy always flows from the
point of higher energy to the point of lesser energy. From the higher level of energy toward the lower level of
energy, this is how it always goes. This is to say, when an enlightened person established in a very high inner
energy level, makes a contact with another person who is not established at such a high energy level, let’s say
so, the energy will naturally flow from the point of higher energy to the point of lower energy, just as it
was mentioned before. This energy flow can be sudden and sometimes even very shocking for the
enlightened person because he or she is the one who is losing the energy. Sometimes even physical pain can
occur. Well, what happens in practical life is the fact that enlightened individuals will try to avoid any
unnecessary personal contact with other people. As it is mentioned, such contacts are just a source of
draining the energy away and the source of potential shocks due to that. Similar situations you will find quite
often in spiritual academies and ashrams, where guru or the spiritual leader could be enlightened, and he will
make only a few already high advanced disciples be in his close vicinity, while others will be capable to follow
only from distance. Now we see one very prosaic explanation for such practice. Well, this practice can possibly
have some other reasons, because such places as spiritual academies and ashrams are very complex places
indeed. Nevertheless, the drainage of energy can happen even when touching some objects, especially of
metallic nature. Due to that, some would prefer using gloves to protect direct contact at least to some extent.
It is true, in Tesla’s case, wearing gloves could partially be the result of a phobia toward germs. As we know, he
suffered terribly from cholera, contiguous disease, and we know at that time hygienic conditions were not
according to the highest standards. Therefore, I agree, there is a connection, and this fact is repeated several
times in some biographies. However, this is just saying that Nikola had two strong reasons for wearing gloves.
Thus, when Tesla is being concerned, we see that these are not eccentricity and weirdness in a question; this is
just the very natural desire of such people, of the enlightened people, to be as much as possible protected
from sudden shocks, potentially even pain, and from the loose of very vital body energy. In fact, we just
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confirmed, this is all about energy levels. It is another problem that our culture and civilization in general, are
not familiar with the term … enlightenment. Our paradigm is still established on the knowledge and the
premises of the age of ignorance and suppression of all higher spiritual aims including the enlightenment.
However, on a cultural level, this kind of problem we need to eliminate immediately because we are
entering the very particular time where the term enlightenment and enlightened individuals especially, will be
part of our daily routine. In fact, we are just opening the gate of the splendid time when everything will be
subordinated to the quest, and achieving … enlightenment. Actually, it is very questionable if all those whose
energy level is not high enough could even pass through the gate I’ve just mentioned.
Besides, just to mention, having enlightened individuals around, is the highest imaginable blessing for any
community. Moreover, not only that, every enlightened person becomes just as the doorway for others to
reach enlightenment as well. The very idea of enlightenment is not new to our culture. Particularly religions do
recognize this phenomenon, even though they are not ready to talk about it openly. For instance, Christianity
uses terms like … salvation … and … taken by Holly Spirit. They even defined the term … the dark night of the
Soul. I am not sure that many people have heard about so will be free to say a few words. This is referring to a
process many spiritual seekers go through at some point, but most probably just before the
enlightenment, the salvation, when this experience could be intensified multiple times. Even though it has a
somewhat negative connotation, this is actually just the culmination of our spiritual quest along with the
intensive process of purifying karmic burdens. It can also include the “dying” of personal ego, the false self,
while the true Self is taking over. You cannot imagine how personal ego and small self can be resistive to the
idea of giving up. Thus, the process is actually establishing the person in its true reality by removing all illusions.
Actually, this process is also mystified very much. Furthermore, it is receiving some negative connotation just
because the culture we live in is ignoring such experiences. Due to huge misinterpretations, and due to overall
rejection, sometimes this experience could possibly become more difficult than it needs to be. For me, there is
no doubt that Nikola Tesla did pass exactly through such kind of experience, where he was driven through the
difficult disease first, but what followed afterward was the incredible bliss in high mountains.
To conclude, this is this very important episode of Tesla’s life, his very early life actually, what was about to
change forever his way to look at the world and to change the entire life itself. After that, when he recovered
from the most deadly disease, and when he solved the problem with army service successfully, just in 1875.,
Tesla enrolled at Austrian Polytechnic in Graz, Austria, on a Military Frontier scholarship. Well, for him, the rest
of the Rahu ruling period was not supportive very much. He will have ups and downs in academic education,
which will result in not finishing any study officially. For some time he will even be prone to gambling, playing
cards on the street, and ultimately, it will drive him to the nerve breakdown close to the end of the
Rahu Mahadasha.
However, many things have changed along with starting of Guru-Jupiter Mahadasha on May 26, 1880.
Nevertheless, Rahu will still play a big game in this story. We are not supposed to forget that Rahu and Guru
Jupiter are conjoined. Now it is just the case that Guru-Jupiter is taking control over Rahu.
The Guru-Jupiter Mahadasha did find him in Prague, his last instance of education, which happened to be more
informal. In 1881., from Prague, he moved to Budapest, Hungary, because he got a job in the Telephone
Company that was still having some initial technical problems. With his inventions, Tesla enthusiastically solved
many problems. In Budapest, he was still suffering from depressions and blackouts. From there he moved to
Paris to work in Continental Edison Company, and on June 6, 1884., he entered the USA. Even the overseas
journey was not without trouble because his ticket, money, and some of his belongings were stolen on the
boat. He entered the USA with few cents in the pocket. The story has it that he started his work with Edison on
the very next day, on June 7. He had worked for Edison shortly, and then he started his independent
career. The story of how they separated is very interesting actually.
Edison offered Tesla an award of 50.000 U$D if he improves his DC dynamo. Tesla had accomplished this task
even beyond any expectation, and when he asked for his reward Edison just said cynically … Well, it seems that
you do not understand our American way of humor. Tesla resigned at the very same moment.
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Altogether, Guru Mahadasha was gradually improving, making him be America’s favorite, and the engineer
who can solve any problem. He went deep with his researches, and this is how he discovered the EtherAkasha.3 That was a fascinating discovery indeed, and very soon, he abounded all other researches with polyphase electric systems. Of course, that was after he won the war of currents with Edison, and after he got a
contract to build up a new power plant in Niagara Falls, based on AC polyphase system. Anyhow, the
Ether-Akasha was his blessings but his curse as well.
This main planetary period of Jupiter-Guru was naturally bringing him some very bitter opponents and rivals.
Such one situation I’ve just mentioned. As he won that war of currents with Edison, no wonder that his
opponents made a step further. One very interesting situation did happen on March 13, 1.895. Here is
the description of this situation taken from the book … Secrets of cold war technology … by Garry Vassilatos …

Well, for Nikola Tesla, this situation was devastating indeed, but it did not discourage him. Soon he built up an
even better-equipped laboratory with even more advanced features. Please note that this is much before the
point when his plans with Ether-Akasha and wireless energy transmission were put in motion. This is to say that
he had many opponents, rivals, and even enemies by definition, simply because his presence asked for
changes. Tesla was the generator of changes. Indeed, changes are inevitable they need to go on and they have
to happen. Otherwise, the evolution itself could be stacked, and in fact, this is what nobody wants. However,
sometimes the human mind cannot comprehend so high evolutionary categories. Changes … this is one very
important tool of Evolution Force. Therefore, Tesla himself was the powerful tool of the Evolution Force.
However, this is always generating a reaction of conservative circles disliking changes of such kind. Or, better to
say, disliking changes of any kind. Perhaps even better, disliking changes where such circles functioning deeply
from the shadowy side would eventually lose control and dominative power. Along with this event, Tesla
became aware of such like circles more than ever before. In fact, concerning Tesla, that event was just the
beginning of Tesla’s long-lasting friction with shadowy circles, not visible on the superficial level so much, but
present in every niche of everyday life.
Nevertheless, I’ve mentioned this event due to an entirely different reason. The fact is that the very exact
timing was exposed. Actually, especially with Tesla’s biographies, it is very rare that we have such precision in
timings exposed. This is something very worthy from the astrological point of view. This is something that can
be verified through the natal chart itself. His life was threatened, along with the significant material loss that
occurred, and I am sure that should be visible and verifiable throughout the chart itself. However, we have
some small troubles with time exposed. Please note that the dasha system of the natal chart exposes the CET
time (Central European Time) because in the pre-defining of the natal chart it was mentioned GMT+1 Time
Zone. Therefore, all dates and timings exposed in the natal chart, including the planetary periods, are exposed
as CET time. We need to presume that the time exposed in the passage, when this terrible thing had happened,
the 2 AM, is New York’s time, which is very probably the Eastern Standard Time (EST) in USA terminology. EST
is defined as GMT-5. Therefore, we have 6 hours of the time difference so we search for the 8 AM of March 13,
3 The story of how Tesla discovered Ether-Akasha is exposed in the separate essay of mine that is entitled … Let There be Ether – Let there be Akasha
…, in the chapter … Ether-Akasha and Nikola Tesla … The essay itself is exposed at the following link … https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-ofthe-ether-akasha/
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1895, according to the CET time. Interestingly this will bring us to the … Gu-Ra-Bu-Sy-Bu-Sa … planetary period.
Is this right? I do not know. The fact is that the natal chart I’ve created has a some small interval of uncertainty.
I am sure that Navamsa is correct, but this gives the time window of about 17 minutes, for which I am not sure
if it is properly tuned. In all such cases, I usually adjust the Navamsa to the middle of that time window, so
possible error tolerance can be of about 8 minutes plus or minus. For … Gu-Ra-Bu … I am pretty sure this is
correct. For the rest, I do not know.

The fragment of Tesla’s natal chart with the possible planetary period
when his exquisite laboratory was destroyed on March 13, 1.895, at 8 AM CET.

Furthermore, from this paragraph we learn that Tesla by some incredible intuition, by divine providence we can
say, avoided that situation which definitely could have been fatal for him. Just by unexpected break of his
evening routine, and that was to work deep in the night, sometimes even until morning, and just by
not announcing to anyone, Tesla went silently and entirely unnoticed for dinner in Delmonico’s Restaurant.
That was definitely something that saved his life.
Well, this is now yet another interesting thing mentioned in this paragraph. This is about the legendary …
Delmonico’s Restaurant. This restaurant was a very important part of Tesla’s life at that time. Remember, he
was on top of his career. He was the star among scientists and practical engineer who was performing miracles.
They called him a wizard. Indeed, this is how it was all seen by many. At that time, the Delmonico’s Restaurant
was the place of high society meetings. To see, and to be seen, meant to be in Delmonico’s. Tesla was any way
the person who all his life spent in hotels so dining in good restaurants after long and exhaustive work in the
laboratory was something he priced very much. This should be explained even further on. For Tesla, I guess,
choosing the place of high society was not his primary choice. He simply used any opportunity to find potential
sponsors and donors, and to animate them for his projects. In some way, Tesla was evaluating people of how
much they can contribute to his projects. He had so great plans, entirely supported by his great discoveries and
revelations; he only needed means to accomplish all his majestic ideas. Therefore, he was supposed to be there
where money was at that time, and that was the high society of New York along with so many rich people,
investors, industrials, entrepreneurs, bankers, and financiers. For instance, J. P. Morgan, was one of them, just
one of them. However, as it seems, he was on top of this pyramid of financial power at that time. Well,
altogether, Delmonico’s was the place for … Creme de la creme.
https://medium.com/americanexperiencepbs/nikola-teslas-dinner-party-ea1b71bc7cc9
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The photo was taken from … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delmonico%27s

Tesla was very welcome on all such special banquets and parties always organized with a certain purpose, with
a very special purpose. He was a man of knowledge and practical science, very famous, a good speaker, and
very handsome after all. We could even say, at that moment, he himself was rich as well. A new contract for
royalties from Niagara Falls power plant designed and constructed according to his ideas just at that time in
1895., was supposed to make him even richer. However, he was reinvesting everything in his expensive
projects and there were never enough resources. He always needed more. Not for himself, but for his beautiful
plans for the future of humankind. No wonder that many women were attracted and they have fallen in love
with Nikola. The daughter of J.P. Morgan was just one of them. She was despairingly in love with Nikola.
Recently some letters of their correspondence were discovered, and they reveal quite intriguing details. She
was much younger than Nikola, and as it seems, even though he could not respond to her affair invitation, he
was playing with her a little bit. Most probably, all due to only one reason, to come closer to her father whose
resources were inexhaustible. Indeed, he was playing all kinds of different games, just to ensure enough
funding for his projects. Well, as it seems, he definitely did not misuse her, but there was a certain playful
agenda in his mind.
As I mentioned women, even though there were some others in love with him as well, he was not interested in
any of them. Among some biography facts, one is very interesting. On some occasions, he would have said that
he could not afford any women to be with. His entire life was subordinated to his mission, to work for
humanity, and there was no place for any woman in this story. Not in a sense of marriage and of what is
expected to be going on in such situations. His life was very dynamic, ascetic, unpredictable, and full of perils
after all. He simply could not afford to have a family.
Well, when women in Tesla’s life are being concerned, it seems there was an exception to this rule. Because,
according to many reports, his heart definitely did belong to someone. His heart did belong to
Katherine McMahon Johnson, but she was married to his friend Robert Underwood Johnson, writer, publicist,
poet, and diplomat. Actually, they were all good friends, and as being a family friend, Tesla was often a very
12

welcome guest in their home. Their relationship was very complex indeed. It was not a secret that they shared
a mutual love for each other. Thus, in fact, at that time Tesla was living between his laboratory, hotel room,
Delmonico’s Restaurant, and the home of Katherine and Robert. It seems that in their home he did find and
enjoyed this sometimes probably missing family life. Family life is a very important feature for cancer
ascendant people, and if this is missing, they will never be fulfilled and satisfied entirely.
Katherine Jonson was a very beautiful woman, very smart and intelligent, strong intellectual, but she was not
just like many other women. As it seems, it was especially that one feature that Nikola was pricing so very
much. She and Robert were of great help to him in many, many situations. After all, their home on 327
Lexington Avenue, in Manhattan, was always full of guests of a different kind. That was also one very important
place for Tesla to meet a wide range of people and to exchange ideas. Their communication was on a daily
level. There were no e-mails at that time, of course, but there was a service for delivering written messages
from door to door, from hand to hand, better to say. The regular postal service was too slow for them.
Messages were flying all over; sometimes even several exchanges did happen throughout the day. They were
informing each other about their every move. Robert and Katherine had two beautiful kids, older son Owen
and younger daughter Agnes. By political orientation, they were socialists. Robert was one of the editors of the
famous … The Century Magazine …, and quite often Tesla was expressing his ideas and informing about his
achievements through this magazine. They also shared a love and a passion for Romanticism in art and
literature. They also knew very well how to entertain themselves and some fun. Jokes and teasing were an
important part of their mutual interaction. For example, Tesla enjoyed to tease Katherine about her sister. He
used to say that her sister is cuter than she is, after which she was heavily upset.

Katharine McMahon Johnson in her young days.
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Katharine McMahon Johnson

Tesla’s long-term friend Robert Underwood Johnson
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Well, it seems that their life together in such a style was lasting for about 20 years. Ever since they met around
1885.-1886., all until 1905., when Tesla was bankrupt completely, could not pay for his room in the hotel, and
he moved to live with another good friend of his on some farm nearby the New York. Actually, it happened that
Sani-Saturn mahadasha started in 1896, and even though he was about to be at the peak of his achievements
at that time, big and very expensive projects exhausted him. In the period from 1902.-1905., along with
Wardenclyffe Project, he lost all his sponsors and donors, and banks took over all his properties. He was
penniless. The family he lived with was taking care of him for almost ten years. Well, he was not independent
anymore, but it seems he did enjoy this part of his life as well. I think he kept a connection with Robert and
Katherine Johnson, and he was seeing them occasionally. However, that change was not the end of his
imaginative and inventive work. On the contrary, in the shelter of the peaceful farm and the family full of
understanding, he continued his researches further on. Most probably, he still was having his last project, the
Wardenclyffe, on his eye and under his control, and I am sure some extraordinary experiments were happening
there all until 1917. when it was dismantled entirely. Nevertheless, he became aware of the vulnerability of
such megaprojects, and he turned his attention to developing small compact units for which no extraordinary
expenses are needed. Mostly all were connected with Ether-Akasha again. There is a very popular story, almost
like the urban legend, that he developed a small box with some electronics, vacuum tubes, some resistors, and
capacitors, all purchased in local shops, and he installed the box in the car Ford Arrow model 1931. Before that,
according to the story, he took the combustion engine out, and he installed a small three-phase electric motor
inside. He took the battery out as well, he connected the electric motor directly to the box with electronics that
he created, and there was only one rod exposed out, just like some antenna to pick up the Ether-Akasha. He
drove the car around the countryside of Buffalo, where the farm was located, for about one week.
The established drive system was unique, not using any outside power supply; the car was driven only on
EtherAkasha energy taken from the surrounding space. Legend has it that after testing and probing had
finished; he took the box out and vanished with it, while the car was left in the barn of the old farm. About the
Tesla’s box itself, well, they say, it was never heard about ever since.
Some said this is just a faked story. I do not know. When Tesla is in question, I think everything is possible.
Many ideas he was taking from Vedic Science. He studied Vedas deeply, and he did find dramatic similarities in
cosmology and cosmogony with his conclusions. Swami Vivekananda became his very close friend. In the letter
to his guru Ramakrishna in India, Vivekananda wrote once that he did not know enlightened individuals are
living in the West. He was referring to Nikola Tesla, of course. Well, we can consider that as one more
testimonial of Tesla’s enlightenment. It came from a very reliable source indeed, from the person who knew
what enlightenment is.
https://www.sanskritimagazine.com/vedic_science/nikola-tesla-and-swami-vivekananda/

Tesla developed completely the gravitation theory, which got the name … Tesla’s Gravitation Theory …, where
Ether-Akasha played the most important role. This theory was later on neglected entirely.
Besides, Tesla was not positive about the work of Albert Einstein. His Theory of Relativity he considered as a
waste of time and resources. His interview to the New York Times from July 11, 1.935, just about his birthday,
became legendary. From the following website, we read about his opinion on Einstein’s Theory of Relativity …
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/articles-interviews/tesla-79-promises-to-transmit-force-new-york-times-july-11-1935/
"The theory, "he said, "wraps all these errors and fallacies and clothes them in magnificent mathematical garb
which fascinates, dazzles and makes people blind to the underlying errors. The theory is like a beggar clothed in
purple whom ignorant people take for a king. Its exponents are very brilliant men, but they are metaphysicists
rather than scientists. Not a single one of the relativity propositions has been proved."

Well, as Albert Einstein was mentioned, we have a very interesting but hilarious story when he met Charlie
Chaplin. Einstein supposedly has started this interesting dialogue by saying his impressions to the Chaplin. It
goes like this …
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What I most admire about your art, is your universality. You don’t say a word, yet the world understands you! It is
true replied Chaplin. But your fame is even greater: the world admires you when nobody understands what you say.

As it was already mentioned, since he entered the USA, all until his departure, Tesla mostly lived in hotels,
which was considered quite normal at that time. Many people simply lived in hotels in a long run. Thus, in
Tesla’s case, there were many hotels in question. Indeed, there were many of them. For a long time, he lived in
Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York, which was removed in a later stage just to give the space for the
Empire State Building. In 1933., he moved to the Hotel New Yorker that was built up just about two years
earlier. That was his last hotel actually, where he lived all until his departure on January 7, 1943.

The photo is taken from … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wyndham_New_Yorker_Hotel

Well, many would say, or they already have said, that Tesla came too early because he was not understood
properly, and that is the reason he was even neglected, many inventions were stolen, but many were put and
kept out of use for a very long time, some even forever. This can be partially true, but we need to consider the
fact that knowledge is just like any other plant, herb, or whatsoever. You need to seed it first, to pay attention,
to cherish it. Then it will easily germinate, it will grow, flourish, it will blossom, and the harvest will be rich and
abundant. What you give attention that will blossom. In this way, we could say that Leonardo da Vinci was also
too early as well … or some other great thinkers … or even that Jesus was too early. This is always the same
story. Knowledge carriers need to come earlier just to seed the knowledge. Otherwise, if they do not come, and
if they do not seed knowledge, the knowledge itself will not be there when it is needed. Now, imagine the
farmer who goes to harvest the crop, to collect the crop, but he did not put the seed into the soil when there
was a time for that. What would you think about such a farmer? You would probably laugh at him. You would
say he is insane. Right? Therefore, neither Tesla came too early nor he came too late. He just came, and he was
here with us just about the right time. Just as he did many times before, under different names of course,
because he is the one giving the course to the Evolution itself. He is the one, and that is the reason it was
relatively easy to find his natal chart, despite some initial confusion with birth details. Because his natal chart is
just about to be treated as many others in this series. The same rules had to be applied as many times before.
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He just came at the right moment to seed knowledge, so that we have a nice and beautiful harvest right in this
time. Now, to conclude, with his inventions Tesla definitely changed the course of time, and he pushed
humanity into a new era. Some things he planned for us are already in use, but some need to be activated yet.
His new thrilling technology for the age of enlightenment based on Ether-Akasha is definitely on the brink of
revival. It is just the time now to put it in action on a big scale.
The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, well, they are all devoted to finding some higher spiritual and universal
truths. This can possibly help in finding, modeling, and reshaping the individual truth of everybody who is touching it. If you did
find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit the corner called ... Contributions and
Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., just to make your simple mark there. One-click or
two can change many things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any
donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.
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